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COP26 – Phasing Out or Phasing Down?

worst outcome for society. The shift in focus highlights that

The Glasgow Climate Pact highlights that the “current provision

the science is no longer a matter for debate and no one is

of climate finance for adaptation remains insufficient” and many

contesting that the world needs to decarbonise more rapidly.

developing nations left Glasgow reeling from the continuing lack

However of course, this is like stating that defeating Covid-19 is

of cooperation and financial support .

a shared goal. It is the action from each nation state (Nationally
Declared Contributions) that will deliver the goal, and it is this
that starts to drive debate.

COP26 – Phasing Out or Phasing Down?
Many industrialised economies facing significant climate

signatories of the United Nations Framework Convention on

impacts are indeed those that must take real responsibility

Climate Change (UNFCCC) - a treaty agreed in 1994 which has

for historic emissions – consider the record wildfires in the

197 Parties (196 countries and the EU). The 2021 conference,

Western US and in Australia. However there is a large cadre of

hosted by the UK, together with our partners Italy, in Glasgow,

developing nations that will face even more severe impacts but

was the 26th meeting of the Parties, which is why it’s called

which have little to answer for in terms of contributing to the

COP26.

problem. These same countries lack the resources to make

Despite the delays forced upon the UK Government by Covid-19,
the COP26 took place in Glasgow during the first 12 days of
November 2021. China’s President Xi and Russia’s President
Putin were the only high profile ‘no shows’. Over 100 world

meaningful change in their economic models – to “shift the dial”
on carbon emissions. This is the essential challenge of each
successive round of negotiation in this global arena, and one
that has been accentuated in recent years by an uneasy political

The level of interest and engagement from the corporate

The Coal…

sector is growing quickly, and Glasgow witnessed a long list

Global Coal to Clean Power Transition Statement

of which should help to catalyse a continued expansion of real

Perhaps nothing exemplifies the difficulty of delivering action

world decarbonisation efforts.

than the amorphous language around the removal of coal as a
source of energy. The dirty fuel remains the fuel of choice for
many developing nations given its cost per GJ of energy is lower

COP stands for Conference of the Parties. Parties are the

On a more positive note…

than most alternatives. The initial text sought to “Phase Out”
the fuel however this was watered down during negotiations
to “Phase Down” – so weasel words appear and instead of a
ringing death knell for coal, there is scope for further delay. As

of corporate and investor-led initiatives and commitments, all

The recent wave of net zero pledges from leading economies
represents remarkable progress since Paris and suggests the
global emissions curve could start to be bent downwards over
the coming decade. The Glasgow Pact closed with many fresh
pledges that suggest that temperature increases could be kept
to around 2degrees this century. Whether such a plan keeps

Keir Starmer – leader of the UK’s Labour Party put it:

1.5C alive then becomes a judgement based on emissions

“On closer inspection:

strengthening decarbonisation plans further in five years’ time,

•

only 46 (signatories) were countries,

•

of that, only 23 were new signatories,

•

of those 23, 10 do not even use coal;

trajectories for the coming decade, the prospect of countries
and the development of negative emissions projects.
The New North Star
One thing that COP26 achieved is to underscore the importance

shift to the right and associated nationalistic postures from key

And the 13 that remained did not include the biggest coal users

of the Paris Agreement. Since its inception, the world has moved

nation states.

– China, the US, India, and Australia.”

from a near 4 degrees of warming to closer to the 2C threshold

Coal, cash, cars, and trees…

The Cash…

In the run up to the gathering, the UK adopted another slogan

In the days leading up to COP26, the governments of the UK,

The banner headlines during the conference itself sought to

and was relying on a series of announcements which reiterated

Germany and Canada forecast that the historic commitment

draw a focus on the ambitious limit of 1.5degrees, which is

pledges to phase out coal power or end coal financing. The

for developed nations to provide $100bn of climate finance

starkly at odds with the UN Emissions Gap Report issued just

government also appeared confident that the G20 nations would

annually to developing nations would not be met this year and

prior to the gathering which highlighted Global warming at the

deliver on the annual $100bn of cash to support poorer nations

that 2023 would likely be the first year that the full amount was

end of the century is estimated to reach 2.7°C if all unconditional

combat climate change. So what actually happened inside the

paid. Developing nations requested that steps be taken to fill the

2030 pledges are fully implemented. The difference between

Blue Zone at COP26?

historic shortfall.

The Goal…

The agreed text “urges” developed countries to “fully deliver” the

leaders made an appearance during the first week, along with
thousands of top Ministers and diplomats who were tasked with
reaching what was undoubtedly the most important climate
accord to be negotiated since Paris.

these outcomes for human existence on the planet is immense.
Unfortunately it is increasingly clear that there is a precarious
asymmetry in defining what success looks like when it comes to
climate change.

A universal agreement that 1.5C is the required destination.
Perhaps the only non-contentious part of the debate was
to agree that 1.5degrees of temperature rise is the least
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of the target set back in 2015. The emerging Glasgow Climate
Pact has named 1.5degrees as the new “north star” for society
– and the inescapable presence of youth activists at the summit
has reminded those “in the room” that the world is watching
them. As the dust settles and we look back at this most critical
moment in human history, will we be able to say that we did
our best? Planet Earth will be our judge in the end – and it will
remain steadfast in is own dominion. The political posturing and
sloganeering will come to nothing if we allow short term interest
to win the argument.

$100bn goal through to 2025, but at the same time developed
nations resisted calls for a loss and damage facility which would
support developing countries in meeting the cost of climaterelated damage.
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IPCC REPORT – AR6 Briefing Note

•

Amplification of permafrost thawing.

impacts to your business prospects. The first thing to consider

•

Ocean acidification and other effects.

is that this affects everything and that any business fits into a

The report gives a serious warning that some of the climate
changes are already happening and are ‘irreversible’. It clearly
states that there is an immediate need for large scale action

IPCC REPORT – AR6 Briefing Note

complex engine with many interconnected moving parts. The
engine can drive into a more positive future or one of difficulty
and disaster.

on reducing greenhouse gas emissions if we are to limit global

It will be an unusual business that experiences no impact –

warming to 1.5-2 degrees Celsius. This is the level at which it

probably one in denial or already failing. The time of preventing

has been considered that the effects of climate warming can be

climate change is long gone and it is time to limit and adapt.

controlled.

This may all sound bleak – but remember change is normal and

However, the climate crisis does not start at 1.5 degrees
Celsius; it is happening already. The Earth has already warmed

humans and commerce adapt all the time. For every horse and
carriage that was there is an electric vehicle in the wings.

by over a tenth of a degree since the last report was published
in 2013/2014 so the entire world must achieve net zero before

There is one important reason the sixth assessment report

and they presented the first instalment of the IPPC’s Sixth

by the IPPC, that was published on Monday, is different from

Assessment Report (AR6) report on Monday 9th August,

the previous reports and that is we are now living through

which will be completed in 2022.

the dramatic effects of climate change. The report states the

•

The second group. This group works on the impact of

changes in our world climate is ‘affecting every inhabited region

climate issues and considers the problems and suggests

across the globe, with human influence contributing to many

adaptations.

observed changes in weather and climate extremes.’ This is

•

The third group assesses any mitigations of climate

rather than experts trying to model and predict what will happen

change. A separate task force assesses methodologies for

in the future, we have moved beyond this. Fires in California,

measuring greenhouse gases and their removals.

Greece, Algeria and many other areas along with the numerous
examples of intense rainfall and flooding in Europe in 2021,
highlight what we all must accept and that is the time for the
debate and evasion is now in the past. There is no choice, we are
forced to act now.
There have been numerous reports and articles written on
climate change so why is this report so important? It is compiled
by 234 authors from 66 countries, and it is based on eight
years of work and research that builds on three decades of
research before that. The IPCC was founded in 1988 by the
UN Environment Programme and the World Meteorological
Organisation and comprises 195 member states, which gives
information to world leaders on the climate emergency including
the risks, the problems and to give advice on possible solutions
based on the science.
There are three working groups:
•

First group. This group deals with the physical science

The second and third working groups will finalise their reports in
February and March 2022 and a concluding ‘Synthesis Report’ is

2050. Changing climate and the new normal it has brought with
it are a simple fact.
The Co-Chair of the IPCC Working Group 1, Panmao Zhai sums
up this reality check when he states: ’Stabilizing the climate will
require strong, rapid, and sustained reductions in greenhouse
gas emissions, and reaching net zero CO2 emissions. Limiting
other greenhouse gases and air pollutants, especially methane,
could have benefits both for health and the climate.’
This can appear daunting, especially if you are an SME with
limited resources, limited skills and still unsure of the specific

also due next year.
Each IPCC report runs to thousands of pages, and it is then
reduced to a summary of key messages, called a summary for
policymakers (SPM), in a meeting of all the scientists lasting two
weeks. This report will provide information for the negotiating
positions governments will take at COP26, the UN climate
conference in Glasgow in November 2021.
It is important to note that this summary includes far more
confident and definitive statements about their research and
findings because of “ ‘multiple lines of evidence’ which go
beyond the modelling and theory to observation in previous
reports” The report references the:
•

More intense rainfall and flooding.

•

More intense drought.

•

Coastal areas to see continued rises in sea levels.
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The Green Skills Gap is the elephant in the room

The UK government has made promises to build towards a net

new report or changing reduction targets. The recent – July

zero UK by 2050, but it is becoming increasingly clear that there

2021 - National Audit Office (NAO) report (Local government

is a green skills shortage that will undermine both UK and global

and net zero in England, by the Comptroller and Auditor General,

ambitions to reach these targets.

SESSION 2021-22 16 JULY 2021 HC 304 ) is one of the latest
authoritative studies referencing the skills shortage.

about environmental, social and governance issues has

The NAO report warns that Local Authorities may not have

never been higher — far more than the current supply of

enough staff with the necessary understanding and knowledge

qualified humans. And therein lies a challenge to the growth of

to effectively engage with net zero policies. The authors cite

sustainability and climate solutions.”

a 2020 survey from the Local Government Association, which

Joel Makowar, Chairman, Greenbiz Group 19th July 2021

found 79 out of 90 respondents thought “a lack of workforce

With the serious political and economic drive towards
decarbonisation, biodiversity, anti-pollution and resource

capacity” was a moderate or significant barrier to tackling
climate change.

management, and people skills . It will also be important to a

procurement of major government contracts Action Note PPN

successful transition that training can be topped-up over time as

06/21 05/06/2021). If potential suppliers do not, then they will

even some technical skills to be learnt now will be outdated as

not be able to bid. So the question is who is going to provide the

technologies progress well before transition is completed.”

expertise to prepare and monitor these carbon reduction plans?

Skills and Training for Green Economy –

The transition does not just have a skills shortfall, there is also a

CBI, submission to Green Jobs Taskforce April 2021

There are many other examples that have been published widely.

that will change the business landscape. The rate at which that

One is that the Energy Whitepaper requires 40GW of wind

change is now occurring and the demands for skills to facilitate

generated energy and about 10 gigawatts have been installed

it is creating a concerning and growing skills gap.

but this has already almost maxed out the existing workforce.

Those newsfeeds that report new green legislation, more

The transition of any workforce takes effort and resources.

aggressive carbon reduction targets and changes to the way

Understanding the extent of that transition – not just numbers

that business conducts itself also report that a skilled workforce,

but also the many different specialisations – is also going to

to allow the changes to happen, does not yet exist. So there is

take time. This is fine for a change that has years to take effect

an opportunity and real potential for a green jobs bonanza that

and capacity building can catch-up. However, we need the skills

presents as a growth area, along with technology, policy and

now.

There are probably two, key, ways to begin to address the

The need is not just for the technical specialists, the engineers,

shortage of skills. The first is to provide the learning paths to

specialist construction, designers and maintenance engineers. It

provide those skills to meet demand. This is not a short timeline

includes all the support that enables these to be deployed. That

exercise. The second is to provide skills as an outsourced

means financial, project management, planning, training and

solution that can cover the initial demands while capacity builds.

procurement expertise to be part of an overall structure going

This is likely to be a long-term solution as the rate of change will

forward. Given the sheer scale and complexity of retrofitting

always require some buffer expertise.

initiatives for real estate and installing low carbon technologies
the issues become clear.

There is an opportunity for advisors with the right capability to

When we then consider the needs of the SME population of the

understanding and rapid provision of decarbonisation that is

economy we are confronted by the fact that their experience

not disruptive and a plan that can be achieved financially and

of the transition will be very different to that of the much larger

practically.

enterprises. The skills needed might be similar, but there are
important differences. Therefore, access to an advisor that both
understands the resource management priorities, commercial
realities and customer pressures is likely to be rare for some
time. In addition, the ability of that advisor to formulate real
solutions that bring the decarbonisation and other sustainability
changes in a way that addresses costs within this transition is
likely to be even more scarce.

management, there is now a momentum towards transition

financial innovations.

match the demands across the wider economy, such as digital,

Note – Taking Account of Carbon Reduction Plans in the

lack of understanding of what those skills are.

The Green Skills Gap
is the elephant in the room

“The demand for analysts, strategists and others knowledgeable

to have a carbon reduction plan in place (Procurement Policy

“…As well as industry specialists and technical skills that
will continue to evolve with new technologies, successful
transition will require more people with broader skills that

fill one of the keystone skills gaps. That is, the quantification,

The word from the network is that there is a growing demand
emerging and that the only real block is that organisations are
aware of what they must do, but unsure of how to do it. They do
not hold skills in house and may never be able to afford nor find
those skills to employ.
Auditel has a cadre of advisors who specialise in Carbon
Strategy and Sustainability for Business. This is being expanded
and the fully packaged approach that integrates this with
resource management and cost management has been adapted.
For those who need the skills now or in the near future – this is a
viable option.

It is worth stating at this point that the Government Procurement

However, transitioning skills and developing people takes

has caught up and as of September 2021 any new contract

planning, time and thought. It is not the same as releasing a

awarded to a supplier, that has a value of £5M or more needs
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Decisive action in the battle against climate change

Decisive action in the battle
against climate change

On top of this, The Energyst publication reports that UK

It is becoming evident that businesses are beginning to look at

investment bosses managing trillions of assets worldwide are

climate change from a profit risk perspective and not simply

urging G7 governments to resist climate change, by committing

looking at government mandates as threats and costs. Auditel

to clearer disclosure of companies’ climate-related risks. The

is seeing increased attention being given to sustainability driven

key driver for them is to fend off the danger of assets becoming

by directives such as Environmental, Social and Corporate

stranded, or even worthless. For example, oil fields plummeting

Governance (ESG), the Global Real Estate Sustainability

in value, or property stranded in cities threatened by rising sea

Benchmark (GRESB), The Sustainability Accounting Standards

levels.

Board (SASB), and TCFD (The Task Force on Climate Related

They argue that transparent, globally agreed principles for
valuing climate-linked peril must underpin compulsory reporting

Traditionally, it was considered that profit maximisation is the

of such risks, if asset managers are to help companies switch

key driver for business. Arguably to some, a driver which has

to more sustainable ways of business, and take informed

pushed the plane to the edge of potential disaster.

investment decisions on behalf of savers.
The pace of change continues as sovereign states and large

strategies in recognition of the threat the climate crisis poses to

corporates take decisive action in the battle against climate

the economy.

change
The fight for leadership in the battle against global warming

forward. Over the past few weeks there have been a rush of

is continuing as Boris Johnson announced a 10-point plan for

announcements from financial organisations who are all keen to

delivering net zero by 2050 by setting tough actions for delivery

establish their position as leaders in the battle against climate

by 2030. These are:

change. For example:

The Ten Point Plan: ‘a game changer’

HSBC – have appointed a Climate Change Technology team to
expand investment in climate change technologies.

Quadruple offshore wind capacity by 2030

2.

Develop 5GW of low carbon hydrogen capacity by 2030

Bank of England – has unveiled plans to set emissions targets

3.

Advance nuclear as a clean energy source

for corporate bond holdings, which will align corporate bond

4.

Accelerate the transition to electric vehicles

purchase schemes with the UK’s net zero target.

5.

Invest in zero emission public transport, cycling and walking

6.

Invest in zero emission planes and ships

7.

Make homes, schools and hospitals more energy efficient

8.

Become a world leader in carbon capture technology

9.

Protect and restore our natural environment
energy ambitions

This alongside the existing policies we have in place makes the
UK the 4th most attractive country for investing in renewable

accounting watchdog the IFRS
• National financial regulators committing to mandatory
economy-wide reporting on international Task Force on
Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD).
• International common standards agreed and implemented by

1.

10. Drive the innovation and finance needed to reach these

They say the G7 must embrace:
• Support for the Sustainability Standards Board of global

Also, it is not just sovereign states that are stepping

Disclosures).

national regulators on green debt issued by governments.
It is vital such risks are reported clearly and consistently, the

Increasingly, businesses are beginning to look at climate change
as a threat to profit and are therefore taking action to combat
it as part of their sustainable long term planning. i.e. profit
maximisation encompasses the maximisation of sustainable,
repeatable profits over a long period. This requires a stable
climate.
In conclusion, it is becoming increasingly clear that businesses
cannot ignore the need to take steps to get their house in order
regarding sustainability, as the requirement to do so is cascaded
down through the regulatory, supply chain and financial
infrastructure.

Association argues, if asset managers are to help companies
switch to more sustainable ways of business, and take informed
investment decisions on behalf of savers.

Meanwhile high-profile announcements by the likes of Elon
Musk continue to capture the public imagination as high carbon
emitting industries come under increasing scrutiny by investors.
Adding further pressure has been the recent legal and
shareholder pressure on global fossil fuel extractors. Shell,
Exxon and Chevron were separately ordered by institutions to
cut polluting emissions faster and deeper. In a landmark ruling
a Dutch district court ordered Shell to cut its CO2e emissions,

projects.

including downstream among its customers, by 45% on its 2019

We have also seen calls from G7 nations to end funding for

net zero targets for 2050 and only covering Scope 1 and 2

overseas coal generation and the USA has ordered US federal

emissions.

figures, and before 2030. Previously Shell had only announced

agencies and financial regulators to develop climate risk
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Fossil Fuel Folly
In his first day in office, Joe Biden issued an executive order

A June 2021 court ruling in The Hague has determined that

directing the Interior Department to review oil and gas activity

the oil giant Shell - one of the top 10 most-polluting companies

in Alaska’s Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR). Now,

worldwide, according to Friends of the Earth - and its suppliers

the US Department of the Interior has suspended all drilling

must cut emissions by 45% by 2030 from 2019 levels, as

leases which were approved during the last days of the Trump

mandated by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.

Administration. This suspension will provide a breathing space
for a further review under the National Environmental Policy Act
– a much more suitable lens than the short term private profit
concerns of big oil ventures. The outcome of this more detailed
review will be telling in respect of the continuing influence of Big

The court found that Shell’s current emissions reduction
trajectory was incompatible with the requirements of the Paris
Accord after claimants argued the reductions would come too
late to limit global warming to 1.5 degree Celsius (2.7 F) by the

Oil within the United States.

end of the century.

So, some good news it would appear. At the same time,

After four days of hearings in December 2020, the much-

however, details emerged of a major new oil and gas discovery
by Equinor and partners Total E&P Norge and Vår Energi in the
Norwegian Sea. Exploration activity has led to a segment in
the Tyrihans field with recoverable resources so far estimated
at between 3 and 4.2 million standard cubic metres of oil
equivalent. The Tyrihans field is located in the middle of the
Norwegian Sea, around 25 kilometres south-east of the Åsgard
field and 220 kilometres north-west of Trondheim.
Nick Ashton, Equinor’s Senior Vice President for Exploration
on the Norwegian Continental Shelf said: “It is encouraging to
prove new resources that can extend the life of producing fields
in the Norwegian Sea” and continued, “thanks to the location
we are able to put the discovery on stream immediately, which
will both ensure good profitability and low CO2 emissions from
production.”
This perverse assertion is a stark reminder of the continuing and
powerful vested interests that continue to derail the fight against
global warming and that insist on prioritising corporate earnings
over future environmental disaster.

anticipated ruling paves the way for future litigation against Big
Oil companies. The case demonstrates that companies must
act in a manner that is consistent with the delivery of the Paris
targets, and not just sovereign states.
Roger Cox, lawyer for Friends of the Earth Netherlands, called
the ruling “a turning point in history. This case is unique
because it is the first time a judge has ordered a large polluting
corporation to comply with the Paris Climate Agreement.”
The Dutch ruling has added importance given Norway’s
planned expansion of oil and gas extraction. A report from
the Washington-based research organisation Oil Change
International claims that Norway’s energy policy may lead to an
additional 12 gigatonnes of carbon emissions from sites in the
Barents Sea and other parts of the Arctic over the next 50 years
and concludes that these plans are also incompatible with the
Paris goals.
So perhaps this will give non-state actors pause for thought
before spending millions on upstream exploration, and the ruling
could indeed be the oil industry’s own “tobacco moment”.

It may be that Equinor soon finds itself in the sights of activist
action.
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Auditel is a leading Cost, Procurement &
Carbon Solutions Company
We help organisations reduce their carbon
emissions whilst also reducing their costs.
In the current challenging economic climate,
organisations are battling with the desire to
drive growth and profitability, whilst investing in
low carbon emitting technologies to reduce their
carbon footprint and speed up their journey to
achieving Net Zero.

Since 1994, we’ve built a strong network of
over 100 procurement and carbon specialists.
Our specialists come from a broad range of
professions and industries, giving our clients
access to an unrivalled level of knowledge and
expertise in procurement and decarbonisation.
Using Auditel’s simple 4 step process, we
can deliver solutions that will enable your
organisation to achieve independent verification
of carbon neutrality in the short-term.
Auditel provide a comprehensive procurement
service, covering over 100 cost areas across all
sectors. When engaged at the right time, such
as when negotiating prices and contracts with
suppliers, independent external help that works
alongside your existing operational teams,
can level the playing field thereby ensuring you
receive value for money from your suppliers.
Due to this procurement expertise, we can
potentially self-fund your net zero journey, or
even make it more profitable through cost
removal and cost transformation. By blending
Auditel’s carbon solutions with our cost
management and procurement expertise, you
can feel confident that you are helping save the
planet as well as making your business fit for the
age of net zero.
At Auditel we believe passionately that effective
procurement can save your organisation
thousands of pounds and make you more
competitive.
We also know that being Carbon Neutral doesn’t
need to cost the earth.
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